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Introducing Jackie Stanley, Zanfel's Manager of
Operations. Jackie's responsibilities at Zanfel
include creating and updating many financial
reports, as well as coordinating all marketing
materials.

Poison Ivy: A
Real Danger On
The Golf Course.
Poison Ivy
Prevention Tip

In her spare time, Jackie enjoys spending time with
Zanfel Fact
family and friends, golfing and taking their dog
Max for many walks. She is a huge football fan as
well. She enjoys cheering on the Iowa Hawkeyes WANT TO LEARN
and the Green Bay Packers in the fall.
MORE?

Click here to order
informational materials
- for FREE! Please print
and fill out the attached
Identifying Poison Sumac
order form and fax to
Poison sumac (Toxicodendron vernix) is a large (515) 267-8027.
shrub or small tree, which grows in the eastern half
of the US. Poison sumac has a compound leaf with
CONTACT US
7 to 13 leaflets.

Poison Ivy: A Real Danger On

Zanfel Laboratories, Inc.
1370 NW 114th Street,
Suite 204
Clive, IA 50325
800.401.4002

The Golf Course

www.zanfel.com

Dan Boelman RN, BSN
Customer Service
Manager
Q: If your golf shot lands in the middle of a poison dboelman@zanfel.com
ivy patch, is this considered a “dangerous
situation” where the player may drop another ball
in a safer area, without penalty?
A question for you golfers out there:

Poison Ivy Prevention Tip
Clothing, tools, and pets’ fur can become
contaminated with the poison ivy plant’s oil during
outdoor activities. Unlike human skin, these
surfaces do not absorb the oil.

Zanfel Fact
Did you know Zanfel has a 10-year shelf life? The
expiration date is printed on the back of the
product carton and on the crimp of each tube.
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